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AUDITION
2.07 | MISS ME?

MAIN CAST

ALEX BERRETA .............................. JOSH HUTCHERSON

ALISHA HALL ............................... ALYSON STONER

DAVID SULLIVAN ............................ ANGUS T. JONES

MICHAEL BERRETA ........................... PATRICK DEMPSEY

PAULA SMITH ............................... AMY ADAMS

JORDAN LANGSTON ........................... NATHAN KRESS

ANGELA DAVIS .............................. ELIZABETH GILLIES

GUEST CAST

ROSE BRAUN ................................ BRIDGIT MENDLER
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FADE IN:

INT. BERRETA APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

ALEX, DAVID, ROSE, MICHAEL, and PAULA all stare ahead. 
GAPING. Shocked. SWISH PAN.

ALISHA HALL. She stands there, her hands clasped together. A 
weak smile on her face.

ALEX
Alisha?

ALISHA
Hey.

PAULA
Oh my gosh...

Paula suddenly begins to fall backwards --

THUMP.

COLLAPSING. Michael drops to her aid. No one else notices.

MICHAEL
(to everyone else)

Uh, hello?

They ignore.

David quickly runs over to Alisha, bringing her in for a hug. 
They EMBRACE. And KISS. Passionate. 

And as they kiss, Alex and Rose dart their eyes around the 
room. They run their hands up and down their arms and through 
their hair. Awkward.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Guys, come on. Seriously. PAULA 
PASSED OUT.

Alex and Rose SNAP around, quickly realizing.

ROSE
What? When?

Michael slaps his palm to his forehead.

MICHAEL
You have got to be kidding me.

Rose and Alex kneel down to help Paula, while Alisha and 
David continue to kiss.



PUSH IN on Michael, Alex, and Rose, as they attempt to bring 
Paula back into consciousness.

ALEX
Paula?

MICHAEL
Paula. Paula, wake up --

Paula quickly DARTS up, her arms FLAILING wildly.

PAULA
I WILL NOT SURRENDER!!

She accidently HITS Michael in the face, sending him to the 
ground, unconscious.

ALEX
Dad!!

ROSE
You all are very weird individuals.

Alex jumps to his father’s aid. Paula quickly falls back 
down. Rose drops her head in her hands, shaking it in 
disbelief. DRIFT BACK to --

Alisha and David. Still kissing.

CUT TO:

INT. BERRETA APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - LATER

David and Alisha, fingers intertwined, sit together on the 
LOVE-SEAT. Alex, Rose, Michael, and Paula sit on the COUCH, 
which is right beside where the couple is. Michael and Paula 
hold ICE PACKS to their heads.

ALEX
Alisha... Why did you come back?

ALISHA
I, uh...

DAVID
Did your mom say you could?

ALISHA
Not... exactly.

Confused faces fill the room.

ALEX
Then --
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ALISHA
I sort of... ran away from home.

Everyone’s eyes go WIDE.

MICHAEL
What?

PAULA
She ran away! Duh, Michael!

Paula SMACKS Michael over the head. Michael glares at her, 
and Paula holds her hands up in surrender.

ALISHA
After me and my mom got back home, 
she got me a job at her firm, 
filing papers. It was... it was 
just awful. I couldn’t get you guys 
off of my mind, I couldn’t get this 
place off of my mind.

(beat)
So... after I had saved enough 
money... I... bought a cheap plane 
ticket. And, well, here I am.

ALEX
What about your mom?

ALISHA
I left her a note saying where I 
was going, and that she didn’t need 
to be worried.

(beat; slightly cracking)
And I told her... that if she came 
back down here, then I would... I 
would tell her to just go home.

(beat)
She called me while I was on the 
bus from the airport, and... and 
she still wants me back home. 
But... but I told her no.

(beat)
It’s my life. And my dream. Not 
hers.

(sad)
I... I didn’t want to run away, 
but... but I had to. I couldn’t 
stay there, knowing it wasn’t 
right.

David rubs Alisha’s back, comforting.
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ALEX
(smiling)

Well, you’re back. And it’s time to 
finish what you started.

Alisha smiles. 

BEAT.

ALISHA
So. Tell me what I missed.

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK - NIGHT

JORDAN stomps down the sidewalk, his hands balled into fists. 
He HUFFS and PUFFS as he walks, fuming with anger.

ANGELA
Jordan! Jordan, stop!

ANGELA comes running behind him, and once she reaches him, 
she grabs his shoulders.

ANGELA (CONT’D)
Jordan, please stop.

But he continues to stomp forward.

ANGELA (CONT’D)
Jordan!!

This time Jordan STOPS and turns around, grinding his teeth.

JORDAN
What, Angela?!

Angela flinches and backs down.

ANGELA
You... you need to stop this, 
Jordan, it’s going to be --

JORDAN
Fine?! Huh? We’ve been saying that 
this whole freaking time, Angela, 
AND IT’S NOT FINE!!

ANGELA
Jordan, you’re scaring me --
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JORDAN
I’ve had it, Angela!! I’VE HAD IT! 
All they ever do is one-up us, and 
I’m sick of it!!

ANGELA
(pleading)

Jordan, please stop.

JORDAN
I’m going to do it, Angela.

(beat)
I’m going to kill them.

ANGELA
(scared)

Jordan, don’t joke like that.

JORDAN
I’m not joking!! They’re the only 
things standing in our way. I’m 
going to kill them.

ANGELA
Jordan, you can’t just go and kill 
people!

JORDAN
I have to. I have to!!

Jordan quickly turns towards a store and PUNCHES the glass 
window on its side.

CRASH!

Glass shatters everywhere and blood erupts from Jordan’s 
hand, an ALARM quickly BLARING. Angela jumps back, scared.

But Jordan slowly sinks down to the ground, slowly beginning 
to SOB.

Angela slowly crouches down beside him, cradling him, and 
stroking his hair.

ANGELA
It’s fine, Jordan. It’s going to be 
alright. I promise.

(beat)
Come on. Come on, Jordan, we have 
to get out of here.

SMASH CUT TO:
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INT. BERRETA APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM

They remain in their seats.

DAVID
And then I, being the amazing 
partner-in-crime that I am, called 
over to Jordan and watched him fall 
like Wile E. Coyote off one of 
those cliffs.

Alisha lets out a LAUGH.

ALISHA
What a hero.

She plants a KISS on his cheek, causing David to shoot a 
large SMILE.

Then --

PAULA
Ooh! This would be the perfect time 
for some food!

(beat)
Michael, make us something!

She POPS him on the arm, causing him to grab it in pain.

MICHAEL
Ow! 

Paula motions towards the KITCHEN.

PAULA
Go.

But Michael stares at her.

PAULA (CONT’D)
Go, Michael!

She raises her hand as if she’s going to hit him again, and 
Michael jumps up to RUN to the KITCHEN.

Paula crosses her legs in satisfaction.

PAULA (CONT’D)
And that’s how I do it.

But she quickly BOLTS back up, slightly shaking with 
agitation.
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ALEX
Paula?

ALISHA
What is it?

She throws her hands around, eager. She lets out several HUMS 
as if she’s trying to say something, but she won’t.

ALEX
Paula, what is it?

Paula SNAPS and brings out her CELLPHONE, quickly punching in 
several numbers.

VZZZ. VZZZ.

Alex pulls out his CELLPHONE, unlocking it.

ANGLE ON: CELLPHONE. A TEXT MESSAGE. It’s from Paula, to 
Alex. It reads: TELL ALISHA ABOUT YOUR NEW GIRL BESTIE!! OMG.

Alex looks up at Paula, who bobs up and down, smiling.

He then turns to his side towards ROSE, who sits slouched 
over, her head being held up by her hand, asleep.

ALEX (CONT’D)
(whisper)

Rose.

She quickly BOLTS awake.

ROSE
Huh? Huh?

She realizes where she is.

ROSE (CONT’D)
(to Alex)

What?

ALEX
Rose, this is Alisha. Alisha, Rose.

The two girls nod to one another.

ALISHA
Hey.

ROSE
Nice to meet you. Heard so much 
about you. 
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Well, not a lot but, I’ve... 
heard... of you, I guess. Yeah.

ALISHA
Good things, I hope.

Rose and Alisha share a CHUCKLE.

Michael is suddenly heard SCREAMING off-screen. Everyone 
darts their heads towards the kitchen.

ALEX
(worried)

Dad?

Michael comes walking out, a look of terror on his face.

DAVID
What happened?

Michael stares forward.

MICHAEL
I, uh... I just caught noodles on 
fire, but they’re... in water.

Alisha, smiling brightly:

ALISHA
It’s good to be back.

And smiles erupt from everyone as we --

BLACKOUT.

END OF EPISODE
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